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GEVREY CLASS SEMIGROUPS ARISING
FROM ELASTIC SYSTEMS WITH GENTLE

DISSIPATION: THE CASE 0 < a < \

SHUPING CHEN AND ROBERTO TRIGGIANI

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. Let A (the elastic operator) be a positive, self-adjoint operator with

domain 3(A) in the Hubert space X , and let B (the dissipation operator) be

another positive, self-adjoint operator satisfying pxAa < B < p2Aa for some

constants 0 < px < p2 < oo and 0 < a < 1 . Consider the operator

(corresponding to the elastic model x + Bx + Ax = 0 written as a first order

system), which (once closed) is plainly the generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup of contractions on the space E = 3(A ' ) x X . In [C-T.l] [C-T.3]

we showed that, for j < a < 1 , such a semigroup is analytic (holomorphic) on

E on a triangular sector of C containing the positive real axis and, moreover,

that the property of analyticity is false for 0 < a < \ , say for B - Aa . We

now complete the description of s¡/B in the range 0 < a < j by showing that

such semigroup is in fact of Gevrey class S > X/2a , hence differentiable on E

for all t > 0 .

1. Introduction and statement of main result

1.1. Introduction. Throughout this note we shall assume that:

(H.l) A (the elastic operator) is a self-adjoint operator on a Hubert space X,

strictly positive, with dense domain 3¡(A) .

(H.2) B (the dissipation operator) is, for the time being, a positive, self-

adjoint operator on X, likewise with dense domain 31(B) in X.
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The object of our interest is the abstract differential equation

(1.1) x + Bx + Ax = 0   onl,

or

(1.2)

1.3)    s/B

d_
dt

on   E = 3(Al/2)xX

0
-A

I
-B with domain 2¡(séB) containing 3>(A) x2i(B),

where the inner product on E is defined by

(1.4) ([xx , x2], [yx, y2])E = (Ay2xx , Al,2yx)x + (x2,y2)x.

The operator séB is densely defined and dissipative on E, hence closeable on

E, and we shall use the same symbol séB to denote its closure. The Lumer-

Phillips theorem then readily shows that séB generates a strongly continuous

semigroup of contractions on E, denoted by e "', e.g., [C-T.l, C-T.2]. Stim-

ulated by two conjectures raised in [C-R.l], we have already studied in [C-T.l,

C-T.3] problem (1.1), or (1.2), under the additional hypothesis that B is "com-

parable to A" ", with emphasis on the range \ < a < 1 . For the purposes of

the present note, we shall recall the following version of the results described in

[C-T.l, C-T.3]. Our hypothesis that B is comparable to Aa is as follows.

(H.3) There exist two constants 0 < px, p2 < oo and a constant 0 < a < 1

such that

1.5a) pxAa < B < p2A

i.e.,

(1.5b)

px(Aax, x)x < (Bx, x)x < p2(Aax, x)x, xe3¡(B{'2)=3(Aa'2)

Condition (1.5b) is actually equivalent to 3(Bl/2) = 2J(Aa/2), since then

B    A~a'   and Aa/ B~x'    are bounded operators on X.

Theorem A. [C-T.l, C-T.2]. Assume the standing hypotheses (Hl), (H.2) and,

in addition, hypothesis (H.3) with { < a < I fixed in (1.5). Then, the strongly

continuous semigroup of contractions exp(sfBt) generated by the operator s/B in

(1.3) ( once closed) is also analytic ( holomorphic) on E = 2$(AX' ) x X. In

particular, if a = \, then exp(séBt) is a strongly continuous, analytic semigroup

of contractions also on each space

.3/4-0/2, .1/4-6/2,(1.6) Eg = 3?(A'n~uli) x 3(A"^"^), o< e < i.

In (1.6)  we have used the convention that 3(A    ) = \3S(A )]',  ß > 0, the

dual space of 3l(Ap) with respect to the X-topology, where

(1.7) Jt
^)(AP = Wx\ X' x

13(A"))'
X\ x-
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A fortiori, the spectrum determined growth assumption is satisfied for s/B [TA]

and there are constants S — - sup Re a(ssfB) > 0, a(sfB) being the spectrum of

séB, and M such that

(1.8) \V^iB)<Me~*\        *Z0,

and similarly on ¿z?(Ee) for a = j .

Remark 1.1. In Theorem A, the assumption that B is self-adjoint is unneces-

sary. Indeed, the conclusions of Theorem A for 1/2 < a < 1 hold true if B is

closed and satisfies the conditions (H.3') :

(1.9a) px(Aax,x) <Re(Bx,x) <p2(Ä"x, x),    xe3(Aa'2)

(1.9b) \\m(Bx,x)\<KKe(Bx,x),    xe3(Aa/2)

which generalize (1.5b). This extension requires only a minor variation of the

proof of, say, [C-T.2; Lemma 4.2], which will be indicated in the proof of

Lemma 3.1 of the present paper. Another proof is given in [C-T.3]. Here, we

note that condition (1.9b) is necessary for analyticity of exp(szfBt). In fact,

in [C-T.3] it is shown that if B = Aa + iA with a < ß, where, say, A has

compact resolvent, then the eigenvalues kn of séB satisfy |ImAn/ReAw| —> oo

and thus exp(^z) cannot be analytic or even differentiable on E.   o

Remark 1.2. The following (less interesting) results hold true as well, say when

B is positive self-adjoint:

(i)   exp(sfBt) is analytic on E, if pxA < B ; equivalently, if 3(Bl/2) c
1 II

3(A ' ) ; more generally, if B  not necessarily self-adjoint, satisfies

px(Ax, x) < Re(Bx, x), x e3(B), as well as (1.9b);

(ii)   exp(sfBt) is analytic on E if pxAl/2 < B, equivalently if 3(BX'2) c

3 (A ' ), and A and B commute.

These results can be proved, say, by the methods in [C-T.2, §4].   D

The desirable exponential (uniform) decay (1.8) is here merely obtained a-

fortiori as a by-pass product of analyticity. A control theoretic reformulation

of the above decay result (1.8) is that the control function u = -Bx in feed-

back form uniformly stabilizes the original conservative system x + Ax = u, see

Remark 1.3. There is at present a revival of investigations on finding general ab-

stract conditions which ensure exponential (uniform) decay of s. c. semigroups

[LA].
References [C-T.l, C-T.3] present, collectively, several proofs of the above

results. (The case j < a < 1 offers new genuine difficulties over the case

a = j.) The above results established a fortiori two conjectures raised in [C-

R.l] which referred to the case a = \ . In [C-T.l, C-T.2] the following results

are likewise noted: (i) in the range 0 < a < j, the conclusion of Theorem

A is generally false in that the semigroup exp(ss?Bt) is generally not analytic

(classes of counterexamples provided); (ii) in the range 0 < a < \ and for the
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special case B = 2pAa , 0 < p < oo, the corresponding semigroup is in fact

dijferentiable for all t > 0 on E (but not analytic here): exp(sfBt)E c 3(s/B),

t > 0, see [P.l] and Remark A.2 in [C-T.2]. This result will be reviewed in §2.

1.2. Statement of the main result. The aim of the present note is to focus atten-

tion on the range 0 < a < j in assumption (H.3) and complete the description

of the semigroup exp(j^z;) as a function of a by showing the following result.

Theorem 1.1. Assume the standing assumptions (HA), (H.2) and assumption

(H.3) with 0 < a < j in (1.5). Then the resolvent R(-, s/B) of the operator

s/B in (1.3), which (once closed) generates a strongly continuous semigroup of

contractions on E, satisfies

(1.10) lim |t|2q||Ív(z't,^)|U£)=c<oo,        x e R.
|t|—*oo *   '

Thus, [T.4, Theorem 4], [P.l, Theorem 4.9, p. 57] the semigroup exp(s/Bt), is

moreover, of Gevrey class S > 1 /2a, hence dijferentiable for all t > 0 on E.

A fortiori, the spectrum determined growth assumption is satisfied for sfB [T. 1]

and there are constants S > 0 and M as in Theorem A such that inequality

(1.8) holds true.

Thus, the transition from the group case a = 0 (unitary, if B — 0) to the

analytic semigroup case j < a < 1 passes through the intermediate stage of

Gevrey semigroups for 0 < a < j . Gevrey regularity involves bounds on the

zzth derivatives which are similar to, but weaker than, the bounds on the zzth

derivatives in the analytic case.

An s.c. semi-group T(t) is of Gevrey class ô for t > tQ if T(t) is infinitely

differentiable for t e (t0, oo) and for every compact 3Í c (?0, oo) and each

d > 0, there exists a constant C = C(6,.W) such that \\T{n)(t)\\ < Cd"(n\f

for all t e 3Í and n = 0, 1, 2, ... see [T.4], where a theory is developed

which parallels the theory of differentiable semi-groups in [P.l].

The proof given below, though inspired by our previous work on analyticity

[C-T.2, §4], encounters new features peculiar to the Gevrey case. In particular,

we shall crucially use the property that the generator of the Gevrey semigroup

which arises in the special case B = 2pA" , 0 < a < j , has its spectrum

{k*'~} which displays only a polynomial growth (for fixed a) of the function

|Re-C'~| ~* | ImA^' [, a much better behavior than the exponential growth

allowed for the general class of differentiable semigroups. This will result in the

stronger property of the corresponding resolvent operator expressed by Corollary

2.3 when B = 2pA" . This in turn will allow us to prove a similar property

((1.10) above) for the resolvent operator of s/B for a general B which satisfies

(1.5), or, more generally, (1.9). The latter property (1.10) is precisely a sufficient

condition for exp(j^Z) to be Gevrey on E for all t > 0. (Our strategy [C-

T.2, §4] in the analytic case was somewhat different in that the necessary and
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sufficient condition of analyticity for the special case B = 2pAa , j < a <

1 , was transferred into the necessary and sufficient condition for a general B

satisfying (1.5), or more generally, (1.9).)

Remark 1.3. One can readily show that, with the notation

0     /
-A   0   '

the perturbation &> is ^-bounded on E for 0 < a < 5 ; indeed, is srfn-

compact on E [K.2, p. 194] for 0 < a < j . Thus, in view of Theorem 1.1, the

second order problem x + Ax = u, which is conservative on E for u = 0, is

uniformly stabilized on E by the feedback operator u = -Bx, B as in (1.5)

for 0 < a < j , which yields a relatively compact perturbation ¿P on E.

By contrast, a conservative problem cannot be uniformly stabilized by a rela-

tively bounded perturbation of finite rank [T.3, Theorem 2.1]. Thus, the result

just quoted from [T.3] on the lack of uniform stabilization is sharp also in

the sense that the finite rank assumption on the class of relatively bounded

perturbations cannot be replaced with the more relaxed class of just relatively

compact perturbations. (In addition, as observed in [T.3], the assumption that

the class of perturbations be only relatively bounded and not any worse, is also

an optimal result for the lack of uniform stabilization of a conservative problem

modeled by an operator like srf .)

Remark 1.4. In its original version, our paper claimed less than it showed. In-

deed, it only claimed that the s.c. contraction semigroup exp(s/Bt) is differen-

tiable on E for all t > 0. However, the arguments in the paper actually showed

the uniform estimate (1.10). This was stated explicitly in the case B — 2pAa , or

s/B = s/ , as in Corollary 2.3 below. In its original version the subsequent argu-

ments of §3 dropped the polynomial dependence |t| a obtained for R(ix,sé' )

in favor of the weaker logarithmic dependence log |t| for R(h, s/B), for this

was all that was needed to fall into the known sufficient condition for differen-

tiability as in Pazy [P.l, Corollary 4.10, p. 58]. If the polynomial dependence is

retained, the very same argument as the original one yields instead the uniform

estimate (1.10) in the general case s/B .

In October 1989, Steve Taylor (Georgia Institute of Technology) kindly point-

ed out to us his recent Ph.D. work [T.4], where a theory of semigroups of Gevrey

class ô is constructed, which is the counterpart of the theory of differentiable

semigroups as in Pazy [P.l]. In particular, S. Taylor shows [T.4, Theorem

4] that the uniform estimate (1.10) is, in fact, a sufficient condition for the

semigroup to be of Gevrey class ô > j~. (This result is the counterpart with

|t| " instead of log|t| of the sufficient condition [P.l, Theorem 4.9, p. 57]

for differentiable semigroups, to which we had originally appealed.) S. Taylor

also noted that our original proof yields the uniform estimate (1.10) for general

s/B , thus providing a nontrivial class of Gevrey semigroups. Thus, by invoking

S. Taylor [T.4] rather than Pazy [P.l], we can uplift our original claim and

& =
0     0
0    -B
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conclude that the semigroup in Theorem 1.1 is actually of Gevrey class ô > ¿

We wish to thank S. Taylor for bringing his work [T.4] to our attention.   D

2. The case B = 2pAa , 0 < a < \ .

Let

(2.1) B = 2pAa,        0<p<oo,  0<q< {,

in which case the operator s/B is denoted by sf   :

(2.2) *B=2pA" ~ ^pa

0 /
-A    -2pA°

At least in the special case (2.1), the desired conclusion that exp(sf t) is differ-

entiable on E for all t > 0 (i.e., that exp(sf t)E c 3(s/pa)) is most directly

obtained as a consequence of some special spectral properties enjoyed by the

operator s/ which were noted in [C-T.l, C-T.2, T.2] (and, in fact, also for

a > 5). In short, in the general situation where (2.5) below holds, the operator

sé is the direct (nonorthogonal) sum of two (explicitly identified) normal op-

erators on E. For sake of brevity, we shall recall below only those facts which

are strictly needed for our analysis of the present section and refer to [C-T. 1, C-

T.2] for further information and justification. Without loss of generality, we can

take that A has compact resolvent for simplicity of exposition. Let {pn}°^=x ,

0 < px < p2 < p3 <•••—» +00 be the eigenvalues of the positive self-adjoint

operator A, and let {en}°^=x be its corresponding eigenvectors, Aen = pnen,

subject to the normalization (2.4) below and forming a complete, orthogonal

family on X. Then the eigenvalues {k*'~}™=x of the operator stf in (2.2)

(which has compact resolvent on E) are given by

(2.3) k+n'- = (-p±y/p2-pln-2a)pan,

with corresponding eigenvectors {®n~'~}™=i on E (explicitly identified, e.g.,

[C-T.l, C-T.2]) normalized in E:

(2.4) ||«Dn+'-||£=l^(^ + |A;|2)IKIlÍ = l.

Lemma 2.1. Let (2.1) hold. Then the strongly continuous semigroup of contrac-

tions exp(s/ t) generated on E by stf in (2.2) (once closed) is differentiable

on E for all t > 0: exp(s/pJ)E c 3(s/ ), t > 0, so that sfpa exp(s/pat) is a

bounded operator on all of E.

Proof. We shall rely heavily on spectral properties established in [C-T.l, C-T.2].

Here, under the assumption

(2.5)
p  # pn ¿a for all zz, so that k+n / kn for all n ,        0 < p < 00, 0 < a < 5 ,
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it is proved, e.g., [C-T.2, Lemma A.2], that the following expansion holds true

for all x e E :
oo oo

(2.6) x = j>, <d;-)£o: + j>, &n+)E%,
n=X n=X

where {0*n+'~} are the (nonnormalized) eigenvectors of sf* (the adjoint of

sf in E), explicitly identified in [C-T.l, C-T.2], corresponding to the eigen-

values kfn and k~ of sfpa, which form a bi-orthogonal system with respect

to the eigenvectors {Q>* ' ~} of sf , corresponding to its eigenvalues k+n ' ~~.

Moreover, {0^}~, and {O"}^ are two orthogonal families on E and

E = E+ e E~ , E+nE~ = {0} ; E+ = spañ{<P¿C and similarly for E~ .

Thus, sf , restricted on E+ or on E~ , is a normal operator (but sf is not

a normal operator on E). With reference to (2.6) we have

(2.7)    (x, <o£=(x+. <)* -   (*. o£=(*". *;)*.
(2.8) x = x   +X   ,        x   e is   , xe-E-.

It then follows from (2.6) that
oo oo

(2.9)      ¿V-'x = £ ¿y«'(x, a>:-)£o: + JX*'- '(x, <C)£o„-
n=l n=l

and hence

(2.10)

W^'xwl
{oo OO *)

i:iA:iv(Re^'i(x,o:-)£i2+j:iA„-|v(Re^)'i(x,ci>;+)£i2

f!=l rt=l J

Our goal is to show that sf ae pa' e ¿¿?(E), t > 0. To this end, we note that,

for 0 < a < j , we have p~ a - p   > 0 for all n sufficiently large, hence, by

(2.3),

(2.11a) k+n'- = (-p±isJp\-2a-p2)pan

and thus

(2.11b)

\kn '   |   = pn,        Re>C'    = -ppn ,        0 < a < j , all n sufficiently large.

From here it follows readily that, for t > 0,

(2.12) \k+n-\2e2(ReX:~]' = pne-2m:t<CUa   uniformly in zz,

where C, is a positive function of t and a, but not of zz (since the function

f(x) = xexp(-xai)> for x > 0 and t > 0 fixed, has its maximum at xa =

(I/at)). Then (2.10), (2.12) yield, by virtue also of (2.7), that

(2.13) \\sfpy"J xWlKqjWx^ll + Wx-WlXœ,        xeE,
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and Lemma 2.1 follows from (2.13), at least under (2.5). However, any eigen-

value which violates (2.5) has only a finite dimensional eigenspace which can

be factored off. The proof is complete.    D

The known [C-T.l, C-T.2] expression of the resolvent R(k, sfB) of sfB is

(2.14) R(k,sfR) =

-i,
L-yB'wi F-1(A)

k
■ B     ("-Z-VB\k)A      kVB\k)\

(2.15) VB(k) = k2I + kB + A= Vpa(k) + k(B-2pAa)

(2.16) Vpa(k) = k2I + k2pAa + A,

valid at least for Re A > 0. Lemma 2.1 and the known characterization [P.l,

Theorem 4.8, p. 57] of differentiable semigroups imply the following necessary

condition for the resolvent R(k, sf ) when B - 2pAa , 0 < a < j .

Corollary 2.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 hold true with p and a fixed,

0 < a < j . Then, for every b > 0, there are constants ab real and Cb positive

(depending also on p and a, but we shall omit such indication) such that

(2.17) resolvent set of   sf   Dl,b = {k: Rek> ab - blog\lmk\}

(2.18) \\R(k,sfpa)\y(E)<Cb\lmk\,        keZb,Rek<0.

For the purposes of our main Theorem 1.1, property (2.18)—as well as

its readily obtainable equivalent version in terms of the entries of the ma-

trix R(k,sf ) in (2.14)—appears to be inadequate. We need to take ad-

vantage of the property of the eigenvalues k+n'~ in (2.11) that the function

|ReA*'~| —► |ImA;j'~| displays only a polynomial growth (for fixed a < \),

a much better behavior than the exponential growth allowed for the general

class of differentiable semigroups. More precisely, from (2.11) we have (with

notation an ~ bn meaning bnk < an < Kbn as zz —► oo, 0 < k < K < oo

independent of zz, as usual)

(2.19)
ir»i + . —i a it      1 + - — i 1/2       /   f»xl/2a n     . + , —i1/2q
\Rekn    \ = ppn,        \lmkn     \~p'   ~(jU„)'    ~|ReA„     |'       as zz -> oo.

This fact will imply the following stronger property for R(k, sf ) which will

be crucial for our subsequent analysis. To prove Gevrey class, differentiability

for exp(j^z') on E, we shall in fact make use of the sufficient condition as

in [T.4, Theorem 4; P.l, Theorem 4.9, p. 57] evaluated on the imaginary axis

k = ix, leR (since exp(j^z) is a contraction semigroup on E). Thus, we

shall express the following result only for k - ix, x e R, the case which is

needed below.
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Corollary 2.3. Let 0 < a < j be fixed, as in Lemma 2.1.

(i)  Then there exists a constant C    > 0 such that the following bound holds

true uniformly in x e R :

(2.20) m2aRUr,sfpa)\\^iE)<Cpa.

1 ¡1
(ii) Equivalently, since E = 3(A ' ) x X, there is a constant C    > 0 such

that the following estimates hold true uniformly in \x\ > 1 :

12a— 1   . jr — X , .   , m \

T AVn     (ZTX"/lev    \(2.21) lllTl        AVpa \n)\\*vc\

(2-22) \MlaAXI2V;a\ix)\\^(X)

(2.23) |||T|2a+V-'(zT
net   vpa   \"-)\\¿>(X)

><c0.
'    —      pa

(iii) We interpolate between (2.21) and (2.22) and between (2.22) and

(2.23) to obtain, respectively, the following results: for any 0 < 6 < 1,

there is a constant C e > 0 such that the following bounds hold true,

uniformly in \x\ > 1 :

(2.24) \\\r\2a~eAe/2Al/2Vp-J(ix)\y{X) < Cpa6

(2.25) \\M2a+l~eAe/2Vp-al(ix)\\^X)<Cpae.

Remark 2.1. For future easy reference, we single out the explicit versions of

(2.24) and (2.25) for 8 — a. These will be the only cases which will be invoked

in our subsequent analysis. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following

bounds hold true uniformly in |t| > 1 :

(2.26) zlaA(X+a)/2v-Ji.r) < c
jf(X) -     Pa

(2-27) \MX+nAal2v;a\ix)\\^(X)<Cpa.

Proof of Corollary 2.3. (i). There is a eQ > 0 such that

(2.28) \ix - XH'~\ > sjx\ a ,    uniformly in x e R with zz = 1, 2,_

To show (2.28), let, say, x > 0 be given, in which case it suffices to consider

only {A^}^, . In the quadrant (r, x) below, the eigenvalues k+n may be taken

to lie on the curve x = (r)        or r — xa (from (2.19)). We thus have

(2.29) \tx - k\\2 = \x- ImA„+|2 + [(Im A„+)2"]2.

Let 0 < £ < 1 be given. If ImA^ > ex, then

i • 1 + 1  ^   /t       i + \2rt ^      2a   2a
\tx-kn\>(lmkn)    >e   x
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Im A*

as desired. If, instead, (ImA*) < ex, then for x > 1,

li'T-A+l >IT-Im^l >(1 -e)T>(l -e)x2a,

since 0 < 2a < 1  as desired.  Next, from (2.6), (2.7) we obtain, at least for

Rek > 0,

(2.30) R(k, sfpa)x = ¿ ^Ç^< + £ ^^«r
k-r

«=1 « -•   i-K
so that, for k = ix, we have

+    «*»+\   |2

im,^fE<_2   Z]±h+W + ±
(x-,*:) n >E\

li'T-A„i l^-AJ
1 ("  °° oo Ï

(from (2.28))     < -^   £ |(x+ , <t>+n)E\2 + £ |(x~ , 0;)£|2
£alTl        ln=l n=l J

(2.31)
.+ „2

£2|T|4"
+ ||x   \\E) < CO,

and (2.31) yields the desired conclusion (2.20) for x aR(ix, sfpa).

(ii). Since, as in [C-T.2],

(2.32)

ll^,^)ll^(£) =
Al/2   0

0      /
^™   vB~\x)

-VB\k)A     XV-1 (X)

A-1'2    0

¿?(W)

W = X x X, then (2.20) plainly yields inequalities (2.21)-(2.23) via (2.32)
used for B — 2pAa .
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(iii). We use the interpolation (moment) inequality [L-M.l, p.   19; K.1, p.

115]. To interpolate between (2.21) and (2.22) we set

(2.33) A = 1T    and   u = Al/2ypal^x

so that ||Ae«|| < ||Au||0||w||1_e in the norm of S?(X) gives

(2.34)

Multiplying (2.34) through by |t|2q = (|r|2Q)e(|T|2a)1-e yields (2.24) via (2.21)

and (2.22), as desired. The proof of (2.25) by interpolating between (2.22) and

(2.23) is similar: now we set A as in (2.33) and u = \x\V~ (ix)x .   D

Remark 2.2. For general A which does not have compact resolvent, one em-

ploys the self-adjoint calculus with integrals replacing the sums above,   a

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Our main goal is to establish that the strongly continuous contraction semi-

group exp(,a^z;) satisfies on E the relation

(3.1) limsup|t| a\\R(ix, sfB)\\^,,E) = C < oo,        xeR
|t|-*oo

Once (3.1) is established, we invoke the sufficient condition as in [T.4, Theorem

4] and conclude that exp(j^z) is of Gevrey class ô > I/2a on E for all t > 0.

Using (2.32), we readily see that condition (3.1) is equivalent to the following

set of three equalities in the norm of ¿¿?(X) :

(3.2) ïîm  |T|2a_1M1/2K"1(zT)^l/2|| = C<oo,
|t|—»oo

(3.3) ïîm   |t|2q|M1/2KT'(zt)|| = C<oo,
| T | —» + 00

(3.4.) ïîm"   |r|2a+1||Ffi~V)ll = C < oo.
|t|—>+oo

In fact, let £j(. , i, j — 1, 2, denote the entries of the operator matrix R(ix, sfB)

as in (2.14). Then (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) refer directly to axx, ax2, and a22,

while a2X yields

(3.5) ïîm   |T|2a||K~1(/T)^1/2|| = C<c»,
|r|-> + oo

which is equivalent to (3.3) since

(VB\ix)AXl2r=A'l2VB-\Tx) = All2VB\-ix).

Thus, our task is to establish (3.2), (3.3), (3.4). This we shall do next.
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3.1. Proof of (3.2). Since

(3.6) Vp-J(ix) - V~\ix) = Vp-J(ix)(VB(ix) - Vpa(ix))VB~\ix),

we compute via VB(it) - V  (ix) = ix(B - 2pAa) (see (2.15)):

IrrV'Vor^-^V.-W172)
(3.7) =ZT|T|2a-1J41/2+fl/2F;;(zT)(5a-2/z/)^/2F5-I(zT)^1/2,

where we have set

(3.8) Sa = A~a/2BA~a/2 e £f(X)

and Sa is a bounded operator on X, boundedly invertible here, by assumption

(1.9a-b) (selfadjoint if B is selfadjoint). We now invoke (2.21) and (2.26) for

the terms |t|2q_1 • ^^'(zt)^'72 and \x\aAl,2+a,2V~a(ix) in (3.7). Thus

(3.7) reveals that the limit

(3.9) hm  \x\2a~l\\Al/2V~{(ix)Al/2\\ = C<oo,
|t|-*oo

i.e. (3.2), holds true, as soon as we show the following bound, uniformly in

1*1 > 1:

(3.10) \x\a\\Aa/2VB[(ix)A[,2\\<Cpa.

To show (3.10) we compute via (3.6), (2.15), and (3.8):

(3.11)
Aa/2Vp-J(ix)Al/2 - Aa/2VB-l(ix)Al/2 = ixAaVp-\ix)(Sa - 2pI)Aal2VB\ix)AX'2

or

(3.12)

\x\aAa'2v;Q\ix)AX'2 = [I + ixAav;J(ix)(Sa - 2pI)]\x\aAa/2VB-l(tx)Al/2.

But a fortiori from (2.26) we have that the left-hand side of (3.12) is uniformly

bounded in |t| > 1 . Thus, we see from (3.12) that to establish (3.10), it suffices

to invoke

Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < 2p < px, see (1.5). Then the operator

(3.13) Sy/r) = I + ixAaVp-\ix)(Sa - Ipl)

is boundedly invertible on S?(X) (isomorphism), uniformly in x e R ; z'zz partic-

ular there is a positive constant C    such that, for all x eR, we have

(3.14) \\%;a\«)\\nx) = ||[/ + /t^^1(zt)(5q-2/z/)]-1||^) < Cpa.

Proof. See Lemma 4.2 of [C-T.2] for B positive selfadjoint operator satisfying

(1.5). The extension of the proof in this reference to B which satisfies (H.3')

in (1.9a-b) requires only a minor variation in going from (4.19) to (4.20) in [C-

T.2]. Now the operator Q = S - 2pl is bounded by (1.9), injective, and can
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be written as Q — Qx + iQ2, with Qx positive selfadjoint and Q2 selfadjoint.

Then, if we now take real part and imaginary part of (Qx, x), we see that

(4.20) in [C-T.2] becomes

Re(Q-[x,x) > (QxQ-\, (fXx) > ^-^y||x||2

and Lemma 4.2 in [C-T.2] is proved for B satisfying (1.9a-b).   D

Thus (3.10) follows, and hence (3.9) is established. Equation (3.2) is proved.

D

3.2. Proof of (3.3). We compute, from (3.6), (2.15), and (3.8),

\x\2a(Al/2Vp-al(ix)-Al/2VB-\ix))

(3.15) = i\x\aAl/2+a/2V-\ix)(Sa - 2pI)x\x\aAa/2VB-l(ix).

We now invoke (2.22) and again (2.26) for the terms |t| aAl/ V x(ix) and

\x\aAxß+al2V^{it) in (315)  Thus (315) reveals that the limit

(3.16) ïîm  \x\2a\\AX/2V~X(ix)\\ = C <œ,
|t|—00

i.e (3.3), holds true, as soon as we show the following bound, uniformly in

|t|>l:

(3.17) \r\a+l\\Aa/2VBl(ix)\\<Cpa.

To show (3.17) compute via (3.6), (2.15), and (3.8):

i   ,a+l   .a/2,,— 1,.   ,        |   ,a+l   .a/2..-1/.   x
|r|     A     Vpa (ix)-\x\     A     VB   (ix)

= ixAaV;a\ix)(Sa - 2pI)\x\a+XAa'2VB\ix)

or

(3.19) \x\a+lAal2V;a\ix) = [I + ixAaV;a\ix)(Sa-2pI))\x\a+XAal2VB\ix),

where the left-hand side of (3.19) is uniformly bounded in |r| > 1 , a fortiori

from (2.27). Thus recalling Lemma 3.1 on (3.19) yields (3.17). Hence, (3.16)

is established and so is (3.3).   D

3.3. Proof of (3.4). From (3.6), (2.15), (3.8) we compute

\A2a+\v;a\ix)-VBx(ix))

(3.20) = \x\a+XAal2v;QX(ix)(Sa - 2pI)ix\x\aAa/2VB-x(ix).

We now invoke the limits (2.23) and (2.27) for the terms |t| a+ V~n (ix) and
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\x\a+xAa/2V~ax(ix) in (3.20), and the uniform bound (3.17) for the term |T|a+1 x

Aa/2V~x(ix) in (3.20). Thus (3.20) reveals that the limit

(3.21) ïïrïï \r\2a+l\\V~l(iT)\\ = C<oo,
|t|—»oo

i.e. (3.4), holds true. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.   G

4. Examples

A simple example where the above Theorem 1.1 applies with a = 5 is the fol-

lowing problem in the unknown w(t, x) defined on a smooth bounded domain

Cl of R" :

(4.1)

wtt - A3w - pAwt = 0 in (0, T] x Cl = Q

w(0, x) — wQ, wt(0, x) = wx    in Cl

\1 = Aw\z = A2w\1-u>|j. = Aw\z = A w^ = 0 in(0,T]xr=Yl

where p > 0 is a constant. Here, Af = -A3/, 3(A) = {f e H6(Cl): f\T =

A/|r = A2f\T = 0} and Ax/if = -Af, 3(Axß) = {/ e H2(Cl): f\r = 0}.
Hence, the abstract version of problem (4.1) is given by the equation w + Aw +

pA w = 0, to which Theorem 1.1 applies with a = ^ . Other examples can

readily be constructed in a similar way. Problems with higher order operators

(-A)9 are considered in J. L. Lions [L.2, §3.8].
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